Reduction of switching-field distribution (SFD), i.e., island-to-island magnetic reversal-field variation is one of the major challenges in the development of bit-pattern media (BPM) data-storage technology.
1,2 Most of previous SFD studies focused on islands' intrinsic properties as these can possibly be improved in the growth process of the media. Island-to-island perpendicular-anisotropy variation, especially presence or absence of nucleation (trigger) crystalline grains with a lower-than-average anisotropy, has been found to be the main origin of intrinsic SFD. [3] [4] [5] In the present work, we investigate the influence of the stray fields on the island reversal. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Even though long strings of identical up or down bits are usually forbidden to reduce demagnetization effects and ensure proper timing of bit read out, the design of BPM requires an effective understanding and meaningful modeling of these effects. [10] [11] [12] In this systematic experimental study, we keep track of the transition from an intrinsically governed SFD to a SFD dominated by stray fields. For this purpose, we have artificially enhanced the dipolar interactions in our model BPM system here by increasing the thickness and magnetization area density as compared to commonly used BPM systems 9, 10, [13] [14] [15] by about a factor of 6. We show that it is possible to precisely model such a system by magnetostatic considerations. Our analytical model particularly allows to understand the switching process for the extreme points at the onset of the reversal at low field (initialization field) and its saturation at high field (saturation field).
In order to distinguish between the intrinsic and dipolar SFD broadening, we have specifically designed a sample that contains four different patterned areas that were chosen to be identical except for the distance between the islands (pitch) as this parameter strongly influences the stray-field interaction, but not the islands' intrinsic properties. In this experimental setup, we can understand the impact of increasing dipolar interactions by directly comparing and modeling the magnetic field reversal of the four different patterned areas. To this end, we use a direct magnetic imaging method called x-ray Fourier-transform holography (FTH) that allows us to undisturbedly monitor the magnetic state of each island under an externally applied magnetic field. 16 Furthermore, the method is capable of imaging the four different patterned areas of interest independently at the same time, thus, ensuring exactly identical external conditions such as applied field and temperature. 17 The sample was prepared by sputter deposition of a perpendicular anisotropy Co/Pd multilayer (Ta(15)/Pd(30)/ [Co(5.5)/Pd(8)] 24 /Pd(11) Å ) onto a single pre-patterned Si 3 N 4 membrane substrate containing all four patterned areas. Vibrating sample magnetometer measurements of the same continuous magnetic film prepared on a sister sample yielded a saturation magnetization of M s ¼ (690 6 10) emu cm À3 normalized to the total multilayer thickness of 32.4 nm and a coercive field of (117 6 5) Oe. The four patterned areas consist of periodic square arrays of cuboidal pillars with a lateral size of (80 Â 80) nm 2 and a height of 40 nm. Due to that substrate topography, magnetic islands form on top of the pillars. 13, 14 Material deposited in the trenches between the islands remains magnetically active, but is decoupled from the islands in terms of exchange interaction.
The patterned areas have an extent of (6 Â 6) lm 2 each and are arranged in the corners of a square with 24 lm long a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: bastian.pfau@sljus.lu.se b) edges ( Fig. 1(a) ). The pattern pitch was varied from 120 nm up to 240 nm in steps of 40 nm. Each bit pattern was imaged in a constant field of view (FOV) with a diameter of 1.5 lm containing 29-112 islands depending on the pitch. Further details about the sample preparation and the imaging experiment can be found in our previous publication. 4 In the experiments presented here, we imaged the system at different states in the magnetic hysteresis loop. In total, we have recorded 60 images for each FOV at 22 different field values within 10 hysteresis cycles always starting from saturation at À7.1 kOe. In Fig. 1 , we present an example of the imaged reversal of the four magnetic systems. The image contrast purely encodes out-of-plane magnetization. The magnetic material remains saturated up to a field of approximately À1 kOe. At higher fields, the trench material starts to reverse its magnetization, so that the magnetic islands appear on the background of the already reversed trenches. The substrate pillars are strong pinning sites for the magnetic domain wall motion that dominates trench reversal. Consequentially, the pinning increases for the pattern with decreasing pitch corresponding to a higher density of pillars. The first islands switch their magnetization at an applied field between 1 kOe and 3 kOe again depending on the pitch. At a field of 6.7 kOe, the reversal is completed and the magnetization saturates in all patterned areas.
By counting the number of reversed islands (n) in each image acquired at a certain magnetic field (H), we are able to compile hysteresis loops of the island ensembles only, 10 i.e., to clearly decouple island and trench signals (Fig. 2) . The normalized magnetization is determined by M(H) ¼ 2n(H)/ N À 1, where N represents the total number of islands visible in the FOV. The experimental data points are fitted with an asymmetric error function 9 which is analytically defined as an inverse function HðMÞ¼H C þ ffiffi ffi 2 p r erf À1 ðMÞ=ð1þaMÞ where H C denotes the coercive field, r is the width (standard deviation) of the SFD, and a is the asymmetry parameter. The SFD is then numerically calculated as the probability distribution dM(H)/dH of this fit.
The obvious changes in the hysteresis loops and, in particular, in the SFDs for an ever decreasing distance between the islands already demonstrate the strong influence of the magnetostatic interaction on the switching behavior. In Figs. 3(a)-3(c), we have plotted the hysteresis loop fit parameters as a function of the patterns' filling factor that is defined as the ratio of the area actually used for data storage ( Fig. 1(b) ). High filling factors, therefore, mean small pitch while low filling factors correspond to very sparse patterns. In the limit of the filling factor approaching zero, all interactions between the islands will vanish and one can directly extract the intrinsic properties of the islands.
In our experiments, the coercive field of the island ensemble slightly decreases with the filling factor while the width of the SFD strongly increases (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) ). These two effects result in a considerable increase of the SFD's full relative width (2r/H C ) from 0.30 6 0.02 (240 nm pitch) to 0.62 6 0.02 (120 nm pitch). 9 In addition, the asymmetry also increases with the filling factor ( Fig. 3(c) ). The Fig. 1 ). The error bars of the experimental data points (open circles) account for the statistical error due to the limited ensemble size in the FOV. 4 The solid lines are fits to the experimental data points. The filled curves show the SFDs calculated from these fits.
initialization and the saturation field were extracted by thresholding the hysteresis fits to 2% switched islands and 2% remaining non-switched islands, respectively (Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)). The onset of the reversal shows a very strong dependence on the filling factor, while the saturation field is remarkably identical for all four patterned areas.
In order to explain the experimental observations, we calculated the demagnetization fields acting in the BPM system using a geometric magnetostatic model. The demagnetization field is decomposed into three contributions: (i) the internal demagnetization field of the island, (ii) the stray field from other islands, and (iii) the stray field from the trench material. We assess the shape of each island by a prism with a size defined by the design parameters, i.e., the lateral size of the pillars and the deposited height of the multilayer. In addition, we assume that the trenches between the islands are homogeneously filled by the multilayer material. The elevation distance between islands and trenches is given by the height of the substrate pillars. Our modeling does not take into account the deviation of the island shape from the perfect prism as observed by transmission electron micrographs of our BPM islands 4 and in other pre-pattern substrate-based BPM. 13, 15 Furthermore, our assumption neglects any deposition shadowing effect in the trenches which becomes increasingly important at higher filling factors, i.e., when the ratio between the island height and the trench width becomes larger. If this ratio exceeds 1.5, shadowing effects can prevent any magnetic material in the trenches at all. 18 We will only discuss the out-of-plane component (z-component) of the fields, which corresponds to the material's easy anisotropy axis and to the direction of the applied field. Due to the symmetry of the arrangement, the in-plane components of the demagnetizing fields mostly vanish. It is further assumed that the non-reversed islands are magnetized as M i ¼ÀM s , and the trenches in the opposite direction (M t ¼ M s ).
The island's internal demagnetizing field (H intern ) can be calculated analytically as À4pM i N zz ,w h e r eN zz denotes the z-z-component of the demagnetizing tensor related to the prismatic shape. 19 The same relation is used to determine the stray field from the neighboring islands. In the distinguished case where all (identical) islands have the same magnetization direction, the resulting (maximum) demagnetization field (H island ) acting on an island is retrieved by numerically summing up the contributions from every island in the ensemble with regard to its relative distance. In a similar way, it is possible to calculate the demagnetization field of the saturated trenches (H trench ), as this field is composed out of the demagnetization field of the continuous film (À4pM t ) and the field generated by the prismatic magnetic voids that are created by the substrate pillars within the film. In the model, these voids have the same dimensions as the islands.
The demagnetization fields have different impact on the switching of an island. While the internal demagnetization field (Fig. 4(a) ) promotes island switching 20 (it has positive sign), the already reversed film in the trenches (Fig. 4(c) ) stabilizes the non-switched state (it has negative sign). At the beginning of the reversal process when most islands have not yet switched, the stray fields from the islands also promote island reversals, later, when most islands have switched, the resulting stray field stabilizes the last remaining nonreversed islands. This turnaround is the origin for the SFD broadening induced by dipolar interaction. Naturally, H intern is equal for all islands as it only depends on the size and the shape of the islands. On the other hand, H island and H trench strongly depend on the filling factor. The stray field generated by the islands differs by nearly one order of magnitude (0.1 kOe to 0.8 kOe) for the sparsest and the densest arrangement considered here. In addition, it turns out that the stray field created by the trench material (À0.8 kOe to À1.2 kOe) is much stronger than the stray field from the surrounding islands.
In Figs. 4(d)-4(f), we show the calculated total demagnetization field for three prominent situations: (i) onset of the island switching (H intern þ H island þ H trench ), (ii) coercivity where on average the stray field from the islands vanishes (H intern þ H trench ), and (iii) saturation (H intern À H island þ H trench ). In all three cases, it is assumed that the trench material completely reverses at lower fields than the islands. As will be discussed below, this assumption does not always hold for our sample, in particular in the case of high filling factors (cf. Fig. 1 ). Nevertheless, for much thinner BPM as usually used in high-density applications, this assumption is certainly valid. 13, 14 Remarkably, the z-component of the total demagnetization field always drastically decreases towards the edges of the islands by 1-2 kOe (Fig. 4(d)-4(f) ). 7 We believe that this field loss is also responsible for the inactivity of trigger grains located in the periphery of the island as observed in Ref. 4. Due to the systematic variation of the filling factor in our experiment, we are able to address the observed changes in the islands' switching field to the changes in the total demagnetization field acting on an island. This demagnetization field shifts the islands' effective switching field away from the intrinsic value. Consequentially, we use the above calculated total demagnetization fields to describe the dependence of the experimentally obtained initial (Fig. 3(d) ), mean ( Fig. 3(a) ), and maximum ( Fig. 3(e) ) switching fields of the island ensembles on the filling factor. The islands' intrinsic switching fields serve as fit parameters. We have started with the fit of the ensembles' coercive fields (dashed line in Fig. 3(a) ) where the mean intrinsic switching field (3.12 6 0.03 kOe) is used as a parameter acting as a trivial field offset. The slope of the calculated curve-that is not fitted-matches the experimental findings. Consequentially, as predicted by the model, the decrease of the coercive field with increasing filling factor is solely caused by the influence of the trenches.
In a next step, we fit the experimentally obtained saturation fields using the calculated demagnetization fields for this scenario (dashed line in Fig. 3(e) ). Again, this procedure includes an offset that in this case accounts for the intrinsic switching field of the magnetically hardest islands 4,5 of (4.45 6 0.10) kOe corresponding to an increase of 1.3 kOe compared to the mean intrinsic switching field. The model reproduces that the saturation field is almost independent of the filling factor, which means that the changes in H island and H trench with the filling factor are in balance.
The experimentally observed strong decrease of the initialization field with the filling factor is only partly reproduced by the calculations. The dashed line in Fig. 3(d) is, therefore, obtained by using the same (negative) switching field deviation of the magnetically softest islands as for the hardest islands assuming a symmetric intrinsic SFD. This assumption reproduces the observation at low filling factors, where the intrinsic broadening dominates. The deviation at high density originates from the assumption of completely reversed trench material that becomes invalid at low fields (cf. Fig. 1 ). For the highest density, the first islands even switch under the influence of completely non-reversed trench material as indicated by the dotted line calculated from a total demagnetization field given by H intern þ H island À H trench .
Using the previously calculated extreme points and neglecting the asymmetry, we have determined the standard deviation of a Gaussian SFD including intrinsic and additional dipolar broadening (Fig. 3(b) ). In our model considering saturated trenches, the dipolar broadening is unaffected by the stray field of the trench material and, thus, only reflects the impact from the dipolar interaction between islands. [10] [11] [12] In the limit of very small filling factors, one obtains an estimate for the r-width of the intrinsic SFD of 0.65 kOe. As can be presumed from the previous reasoning concerning the non-reversed trench material, the model reproduces the experimentally obtained width for low filling factors, but predicts lower values for high filling factors.
These findings lead to the conclusion that besides island-island interaction, part of the dipolar broadening of the SFD in our system and probably most of the asymmetry is caused by the strong influence of the trench material. The asymmetry mainly originates from the too-small difference of the coercive fields of the trench material and the island ensemble resulting in an asynchronous, but overlapping reversal of both parts. In an application context, the high magnitudes of the stray fields generated by the trench material would also result in an additional noise during readback. 2, 15 In order to suppress the influence from the trenches, different methods have been proposed to magnetically deactivate the trench material. During the sputtering process, one can exploit the above discussed shadowing effect, which can be even increased by first depositing an intermediate layer. 18 In another after-deposition approach, a suppression is reached by an additional annealing step triggering an interdiffusion of the trench material with the substrate. 15, 21 Recently, most progress has been achieved by moving from pre-patterned substrates and subsequent blanket-deposition of the magnetic material to BPM based on full-film deposition with subsequent post-etching for forming isolated magnetic island BPM. 2, 22, 23 These systems completely avoid the noise and demagnetization challenges that trench material in BPM based on pre-patterned substrates presents.
In summary, we have systematically studied the island switching behavior in a BPM system with artificially enhanced dipolar interactions. By using a direct in-field imaging method, we were able to record hysteresis loops of the island ensembles and extract the SFD depending on the filling factor of the medium. We constructed a magnetostatic model that reproduces the experimental observations. Using this model, we have quantified the different demagnetization fields acting inside an island revealing the strong influence of the trench material. In addition, intrinsic properties of the islands were extracted. We conclude that our multi-object imaging method as well as the magnetostatic model considering basic geometrical shapes 20 provide valid tools in the design and research of BPM systems.
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